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Abstract
Direct recognition of phonemes in speaker independent speech recognition systems still
cannot guarantee good enough recognition results. But grouping phonemes at first then
trying to recognize the phoneme itself is a promising field. On the other hand wavelets
are widely used in speech and speaker recognition systems, this is motivated by the
ability of wavelet coefficients to capture important time and frequency features. In this
work the effect of the wavelet filter type on the efficiency of a phoneme recognition
system is investigated (specifically fricatives). The Probabilistic neural network was
used as a pattern matching stage for its well known and power full ability in solving
classification problems.  It was found that the Daubechies wavelet family (generally
from db15 to db23) is a good candidate for a fricatives phoneme recognition system that
is based on wavelets as a feature extraction stage.
Keywords: Phoneme recognition, Fricatives, Wavelet, Probabilistic neural network.

التحویل باعتماد لنظام تمییز المقاطع الصوتیة االحتكاكیةاألفضل مویجي التحویل المرشح 
المویجي والشبكات العصبیة

د.احمد مأمون فاضل
مدرس

قسم ھندسة الحاسبات, كلیة الھندسة, جامعة الموصل, الموصل, العراق

الملخص

تستطیع ضمان نسبة تمییز جیدة. غیر المعتمدة على الشخص التمییز الكالم أنظمةالصوتي في المباشر للمقطعالتمییز 
مجامیع (حسب النوع) ثم التمییز ضمن المجموعة كمرحلة الحقة ھو من المجاالت إلىلمقاطع الصوتیة لكن تقسیم ا

الكالم ھذا بسبب قدرتھ أوتمییز المتكلم أنظمةفان التحویل المویجي لھ استخدامات واسعة في أخرىمن جھة الواعدة.
نظام أداءنوع المرشح  المویجي على تأثیرم دراسة العالیة على استخالص خصائص للزمن والتردد. في العمل الحالي ت

تم استخدام الشبكة العصبیة االحتمالیة كمرحلة مطابقة للھیاكل وذلك . تمییز للمقاطع الصوتیة (االحتكاكیة بشكل خاص)
من ) ھو23إلى15جي (تحدیدا من یالمرشح من نوع دوبأنالنتائج أظھرتلقدرتھا العالیة في حل مشاكل التصنیف .

تمییز المقاطع الصوتیة المبنیة باستخدام التحویل أنظمةالمرشحات لالستخدام في مرحلة استخالص الخواص في أفضل
المویجي.
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1. Introduction
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a process by which a machine identifies

speech. The machine takes a human utterance as an input and returns a string of words ,
phrases or continuous speech in the form of text as output. As ASR technology matures, the
range of possible applications increases. However, a domain and speaker independent system
able to correctly decode all speech found in communication between people into strings of
words is not realistic with the current state of technology[1].

Each speaker differs from others with individual voice tract characteristics. So the
acoustical realization of the same word or utterance pronounced by different speakers could
differ very much. Even the same speaker can‘t pronounce the same word or phrase identically
several times. So phonemic speech recognition should confront with big variation of the same
phoneme and this causes degradation in phoneme recognition accuracy[2].

Currently,  the  majority  of  speech  recognition  systems  are  based  on  template  or
pattern recognition principles and methods. The main idea of these methods is that at first we
prepare templates of those phonemic units that we want to recognize and later they are
compared with tested feature vectors to find the closest match during recognition stage.
Phoneme recognition is a problem which aims to find the class of phoneme to whom belongs
part of speech signal. The simplest algorithm for template based phoneme classification is to
compare features describing part of speech signal with template parameters of each phoneme
and after that to prescribe to the class of phoneme that is closest under some selected criteria.
Such recognition requires relatively long time and the errors inside of similar phonemes and
outside such group are different. These drawbacks could be partly lessened by hierarchical
phoneme recognition structure. Here recognition process is divided into two steps:

1. It is identified dependence of analyzed speech signal to the one of the main groups
of phonemes (vowel, semivowel, consonant, etc.).

2. Then recognition inside this group of phonemes is carried on to make a final
decision.

Theory of phonetics interprets phonemes as tree type phonetic hierarchy where
nodes of the tree represents phonemes and are grouped into the some groups (vowels,
consonants, etc.) example of such tree (for American English) is presented in Figure 1[3].

Figure 1: The phoneme classification[3].
In this work a phoneme recognition system is built based on wavelet as a feature

extracting front end stage and a neural network for matching. The main aim of this work is to
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explore  the  influence  of  the  type  of  the  wavelet  filter  on  the  recognition  of  phonemes,
hopefully  to  find  the  filter  type  that  is  best  suitable  for  this  application.  Experiments  were
performed on the largest set of consonants in the English language which is fricatives.

2.Motivation and  previous work
Although  many  speech  processing  tasks,  like  speech  and speaker  recognition,

reached  satisfactory  performance  levels on  specific  applications, many problems remain
an open research area.

 Koizumi  T.  and  others  [4]  used  a  structural  phoneme  recognition  system.  Feature
vectors were obtained by filtering short-term speech signal spectrum with 16 filters evenly
spaced in the Bark scale. Classifier has been realized using Multilayered Neural Networks or
RNN (Recurrent. Neural Networks). During experiments phonemes were brought into 6
groups – voiced and unvoiced plosive consonants, voiced and un-voiced fricative consonants,
nasal consonants and vowels.

Abdelatty A.  and others [5,6] implemented a structural consonant recognition
system. In this system classification is based on the logical rules obtained from the analysis of
such phonetic – acoustic properties as spectrum, magnitude, place of articulation,
voiciness/unvoiciness and duration. Experiments were performed using TIMIT speech
corpora. Phonemes were brought into such groups as plosive and fricative consonants,
affricates. Further they were brought into voiced and unvoiced and even further into labials,
palatals, alveolar, etc.

Juneja V. and Espy W. [7] performed experiments with the recordings from TIMIT
corpora. In these experiments they compared performance of HMM based approach and
hierarchical classification methods. Speech signal was classified into 5 classes: silence,
vowels, sonorants, fricative and plosive con-sonants.

As could be seen, phoneme recognition based on the phonetic – acoustic knowledge
is sufficiently applicable and perspective method that could allow achieving higher general
speech recognition accuracy level.

Historically,  LPC,  LPCC,  and  MFCC speech  features dominated the speech  and
speaker  recognition  areas  in  consequent periods. Other   features  like,  PLP, ACW,
wavelet-based features, did not gain widespread practical use, often due to their relatively
more sophisticated computation. Nowadays  many  earlier  computational  limitations  are
overcome  that   opens   possibilities   for  revaluation   of   the   traditional   solutions  when
speech  features are selected for a specific task[8].

wavelet transform as a promising non-linear tool for signal analysis that has been
used widely in phoneme recognition systems. The indications are that the Wavelet Transform
and its variants are useful in speech recognition due to their good feature localization but
furthermore because more accurate (non-linear) speech production models can be assumed.
The analysis of the power in different frequency bands offers potential for the distinguishing
of phonemes[9].

The main algorithm (wavelet) dates back to the work of Stephane Mallat in 1988.
Since then, research on wavelets has become international. Wavelets and wavelet packets
have been widely used in speaker ,speech and phoneme recognition this is seen in several
past works as in [8],[10],[11]and[12].

In the conclusion of a comparative study in [13] between the use of wavelet and the
traditional well known Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) it is mentioned that
using wavelet may bring potential in automatic speech recognition.
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Another comparative work [14] consider the following relatively less studied speech
parameterization techniques: SBC of Sarikaya & Hansen, WPF of Farooq & Datta, WPSR of
Siafarikas  et  al.,  OWPF  of  Siafarikas  et  al.  and  HFCC-E  of  Skowronsky  &  Harris.  In
addition, the well-known LFCC, MFCC and PLP, whose performance is well  studied, were
employed as reference points.

As a conclusion from all  the above the filter-bank design is an open study point in
the field of feature extraction as a front end of any speech/phoneme recognition system.

On the other hand the use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in general and
specifically the Probabilistic Neural network as a decision, template matching or a
classification stage is found in many past work convolving speaker, speech and phoneme
recognition systems[1],[15],[16],[17] and [18].

3.Phoneme Classification
In this section the acoustic phonetic classification is discussed in general with a

special concentration on fricatives. The recently developed TIMIT database [19] is ideal for
evaluating phone recognizers. It consists of a total of 6300 sentences recorded from 630
speakers. Most of the sentences have been selected to achieve phonetic balance, and have
been labeled at MIT.  Lee K.& Hon H. [20] studied this data and labeled a total of 64 possible
phonetic labels. From this set, 48 phones were selected. All “Q” (glottal stops) were removed
from the labels. Also 15 allophones were identified, and folded them into the corresponding
phones.  Table 1 enumerates the list  of 48 phones,  along with examples,  and the allophones
folded into them. Among these 48 phones, there are seven groups where within-group
confusions are not counted: {sil, cl, vcl, epi}, {el, l}, {en, n}, {sh, zh}, {ao, aa}, {ih, ix), {ah,
ax}. Thus, there are effectively 39 phones that are in separate categories. This folding was
performed to conform to CMU/MIT standards. It was found that folding closures together
was necessary (and appropriate) for good performance, but folding the other categories only
led to small improvements.

Table 1: List of phones used in phoneme recognition [20].

The fricatives form the largest set of consonants in the English language which has
nine standard fricative consonants, namely: the voiceless fricatives which include the labio-
dental /f/ as in leaf, the linguo-dental /th/ as in teeth, the alveolar /s/ as in lease and the palatal
/sh/ as in leash and their voiced cognates /v/ as in leave, /dh/ as in seethe, /z/ as in Lee’s and
/zh/ as in azure. The ninth fricative is the /h/ which is considered also a semivowel. These
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consonants can be distinguished by English speaking listeners in identical phonetic contexts,
regardless of whether these contexts are meaningful utterances or nonsense syllables.
Therefore, the features needed for such discrimination can only reside in the acoustical
signal[21].

4.Wavelet and Wavelet Packets
In  the  very  most  of  ASR  solutions,  filter  banks  are  used  for  parameterization  of

speech into acoustic features. Spectral analysis of the speech signal is the most appropriate
method for extracting information from speech signals. DWT has been successfully used in
many signal processing applications including speech for the spectral analysis of data.[8]

According to the multi-resolution theory, any wavelet ψ that generates an orthogonal
basis of L2(R) is characterized, by means of a filter bank construction, by a pair of discrete
filters consisting of a high-pass (HPF) and a low-pass one (LPF) followed by sub-sampling
by two to reduce redundancy. These filters belong to a particular class of filters, called
conjugate mirror filters, cascading these filters produces a fast discrete wavelet transform.

Wavelet packet functions generalize the filter bank tree that relates wavelets and
conjugate mirror filters. In the  decomposition with the wavelet packet transform, the lower,
as well as the higher frequency bands are decomposed giving a balanced binary tree structure.
Such a tree is illustrated in Figure 2. To each node in the tree, a wavelet packet space Wp

j is
associated, where j is the depth, and p is the number of the nodes to the left of this particular
node at the same depth.
Figure 2 illustrates 8 wavelet packets Wp

j at the depth j=3[8].

Figure 2: Binary tree of wavelet packet spaces

5. The Probabilistic Neural Network
Artificial neural networks ("ANN") are adaptive models with a network-like

structure consisting of a large number of processing units, called neurons.
In the present work a special type of neural network is used called Probabilistic

Neural Network (PNN) (see [22] for details)  .
The use of the probabilistic neural network (PNN)in this work is motivated by its

well known power full classification characteristics. So it is used in this work to classify the
input phoneme segment (after extracting its features).
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Figure 3 shows the architecture of the probabilistic neural network used in this
work.

Figure 3: Architecture of the Probabilistic Neural Network

6. Speech Corpus
The  speech  corpus  used  to  find  the  best  type  of  wavelet  filter  in  the  proposed

phoneme recognition system is the standard American English TIMIT provided by Linguistic
Data Consortium [19]. TIMIT is an acoustic-phonetic database including 6300 sentences and
630 speakers who speak English. The audio format is PCM, the audio samples are quantized
in 16 bit, the recordings are single-channel, the mean duration is 3.28 sec and the standard
deviation (st. dev.) is 1.52sec. From all the available data in the TIMIT corpus two arbitrary
subsets of speakers are used in this work. The male speaker's subset contained 70 speakers
and the female speaker's subset contained 70 speakers too. There are 10 speech files for each
speaker; two of the files have the same linguistic content for all speakers, whereas the
remaining eight files are phonetically diverse.

For the evaluation of the proposed system 10 speakers were selected arbitrary from
the TIMIT corpus, six of them were used for training and the other four for testing. First
phonemes were extracted from each speech file and grouped according to its type, as
mentioned earlier in this work we are interested in fricatives(/f/,/th/,/s/,/sh/,/v/,/dh/ and/z/),
according to [20] /zh/ is grouped with /sh/ so it was not include in this work.

7.System Architecture for Phoneme Recognition
The proposed  system has  two main  stages  (as  any  recognition  system).  But  in  this

work (differing from any known phoneme recognition system) Firstly a preprocessing and
feature extracting  stage which is the wavelet packet. Followed by the classification stage and
that  is  the   Probabilistic  Neural  Network  (PNN).  Next  is  the  procedure  used  to  extract  the
features of the fricative phonemes, train the neural network and finally test the system.

The feature extraction as a procedure is the same for the training phase and for the
testing phase. Each phoneme file is applied to a wavelet packet tree of a depth of seven (j=7)
this provide a total of 128 frequency sub bands. Due to the compact support of wavelet, no
Hamming window or other window is required and there is a single output from the wavelet
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tree every 8 msec. This is because the down sampling by two at every stage in the wavelet
packet. The frequency resolution in accordance of the wavelet tree is 125Hz (16000Hz,
which the sampling frequency of the input speech signal, divided by 27), see Figure 4.

Figure 4: The proposed wavelet packet tree.

Next, the normalized energy vector for all the frequency band is computed:

                                                                                                                                          (1)

where Wp
j+7f (i) is the i-th coefficient of the wavelet packet transform of a signal f at

node Wp
j+7 of the wavelet packet.
As a result, a matrix of 128 rows by N columns is obtained for each phoneme, where

N depends on the duration of the phoneme file (N= duration in seconds /8msec.). Each vector
(column) of this matrix is a feature vector representing this phoneme. This N vectors feature
matrix has a redundancy in it. This redundancy is removed using clustering processes. The
clustering processes can be performed using any clustering algorithm. However, the most
popular and the simplest clustering algorithm (the generalized Lloyd algorithm) (GLA) is
used. The algorithm is also known as Linde-Buzo-Gray algorithm (LBG) according to its
inventors or the K-mean clustering algorithm. The K-mean clustering algorithm reduces the
size of this matrix to (128*32). This overall processes is repeated seven times for all the
phonemes (/f/,/th/,/s/,/sh/,/v/,/dh/ and/z/). The clustering algorithm is used in the training
phase only. At this point seven matrices (one for each phoneme) are obtained. These matrices
are then concatenated to form one matrix which is used to train the PNN which has an input
of  128  nodes  and  an  output  of  7  which  is  the  number  of  classes  of  phonemes  (Fricatives)
used. At this point the training process is completed.

In the testing phase the phoneme speech file (7 files, one for each phoneme
/f/,/th/,/s/,/sh/,/v/,/dh/ and/z/) is passed through the same stages mentioned above but not the
clustering stage to extract the features. After the feature matrix is obtained it is entered to the
neural network which produce an output for each vector (column) in this matrix. Then the
recognition rate is found by dividing the correct recognitions by the total number of input
vectors. Figure 5 illustrate the architecture of the proposed system for both the training phase
and the testing phase.

To this point the system is completed. But this system is designed for a particular
type of wavelet filter which was used in building the wavelet packet tree. Keeping in mind
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that  the  main  purpose  of  this  work  is  to  find  the  best  wavelet  filter  to  be  used  in  phoneme
recognition systems the all above procedure is repeated for all the filters under examination.

Figure 5: Architecture of the system used for phoneme recognition (training phase
and testing phase)

8.Experiments and Results
After training the PNN, the network is tested with the same training data to check the

system. It was found that the recognition rates were between 99.11% and 70.54% as shown in
Table 2. This procedure is done for every type of wavelet filter, as a result, the training and
testing phase is repeated for 85 times. The types of the wavelet filters that were examined are:
Daubechies 1-25,27,31,35,40 and 45, Coiflet 1-5, Symlet 2-15,17,19,21,23 and 27, Discrete
Meyer, Biorthogonal 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.9, 4.4, 5.5 and 6.8,
Reverse Biothogonal 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.9, 4.4, 5.5 and 6.8.
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Table2: The recognition rates for the same training data
Total Recognition

Rate (%)
Recognition

Rate for dh (%)
Recognition

Rate for f (%)
Recognition

Rate for s (%)
Recognition

Rate for sh (%)
Recognition

Rate for th (%)
Recognition

Rate for v (%)
Recognition

Rate for z (%)Filter Type

99.11100.00100.0096.8896.88100.00100.00100.00bior35
98.6696.88100.0096.8896.88100.00100.00100.00db23
98.6693.7596.88100.00100.00100.00100.00100.00db35
98.2196.88100.00100.00100.00100.0096.8893.75db13
98.21100.00100.0093.7593.75100.00100.00100.00bior37
98.21100.00100.0090.63100.0096.88100.00100.00bior39
97.7793.7596.88100.0096.88100.00100.0096.88db15
97.7790.63100.00100.00100.00100.00100.0093.75db17
97.7790.63100.00100.00100.00100.00100.0093.75db19
97.3296.8893.75100.00100.0096.88100.0093.75db9
97.3290.6393.75100.00100.00100.00100.0096.88db27
96.8893.75100.00100.0096.88100.00100.0087.50db14
96.8887.5096.88100.00100.00100.00100.0093.75db21
96.8887.5093.75100.00100.00100.00100.0096.88db25
96.8890.6390.63100.00100.00100.00100.0096.88db31
96.8896.8893.7596.88100.00100.00100.0090.63coif5
96.4393.7593.75100.0096.8896.88100.0093.75db10
96.4393.75100.0096.88100.0096.88100.0087.50db12
96.4393.7590.63100.00100.00100.00100.0090.63db40
96.4390.6390.63100.00100.00100.00100.0093.75db45
96.4393.75100.0090.6393.75100.00100.0096.88bior33
95.5490.6396.88100.0096.8893.75100.0090.63db7
95.5493.7593.75100.0096.8896.88100.0087.50db11
95.0990.63100.00100.0096.8887.50100.0090.63db6
95.0984.38100.0096.8893.7593.75100.0096.88sym17
95.0996.8896.88100.0087.5093.75100.0090.63rbio37
94.6487.50100.0096.8893.7590.63100.0093.75sym7
94.6490.63100.00100.0093.7593.75100.0084.38sym10
94.6496.88100.0096.8893.7590.63100.0084.38sym19
94.6490.6396.8893.7593.7593.75100.0093.75bior24
94.6493.7596.8890.6393.7593.75100.0093.75rbio26
94.2087.50100.00100.0096.8893.75100.0081.25db5
94.2087.5096.8896.8893.7593.75100.0090.63db8
94.2090.63100.00100.0093.7584.38100.0090.63coif3
93.7587.5096.8896.8893.7590.63100.0090.63sym14
93.7593.7587.5090.6396.8896.88100.0090.63rbio33
93.3090.6393.7596.8893.7587.50100.0090.63sym15
93.3087.50100.0093.7593.7590.63100.0087.50sym23
93.3087.50100.0096.8890.6396.88100.0081.25dmey
93.3087.50100.0087.5096.8896.88100.0084.38bior28
93.3093.75100.0093.7584.3890.63100.0090.63rbio28
93.3093.7593.7584.3887.5093.75100.00100.00rbio35
93.3096.88100.0084.3887.5096.88100.0087.50rbio39
92.8687.5096.8896.8896.8887.50100.0084.38coif4
92.8687.50100.00100.0093.7590.63100.0078.13sym11
92.8690.63100.0093.7590.6387.50100.0087.50sym27
92.8681.25100.0093.7593.7587.50100.0093.75rbio55
92.4190.63100.0096.8896.8887.50100.0075.00db4
92.4187.50100.0096.8896.8884.38100.0081.25sym21
92.4187.5096.8884.38100.0090.63100.0087.50rbio24
92.4190.6390.6387.5093.7596.88100.0087.50rbio31
91.9684.38100.00100.0093.7587.50100.0078.13sym9
91.5278.13100.00100.0090.6387.50100.0084.38sym8
91.5287.5093.7596.8890.6387.50100.0084.38sym12
91.0781.2596.8893.7590.6381.25100.0093.75sym13
91.0793.7584.3893.7590.6396.88100.0078.13bior31
91.0781.25100.0093.7593.7584.38100.0084.38bior44
91.0784.3893.75100.0096.8887.50100.0075.00bior68
90.6387.50100.0093.7593.7578.13100.0081.25coif2
90.6384.38100.0075.0087.5093.75100.0093.75bior26
90.6381.2596.8887.5084.3893.75100.0090.63bior55
90.6381.2596.8884.3896.8890.63100.0084.38rbio22
90.6384.38100.0090.6393.7578.13100.0087.50rbio44
90.1884.38100.0096.8896.8875.00100.0078.13db3
89.7375.00100.00100.0096.8881.25100.0075.00sym5
89.7381.2596.8893.7587.5090.63100.0078.13rbio68
89.2981.25100.0093.7590.6378.13100.0081.25sym3
89.2981.25100.0096.8890.6375.00100.0081.25sym6
87.5075.00100.0093.7593.7581.25100.0068.75sym4
85.7178.13100.0093.7596.8871.88100.0059.38sym2
85.2778.1393.7590.6396.8865.63100.0071.88coif1
84.3871.8896.88100.0093.7562.50100.0065.63rbio15
83.0465.63100.0093.7590.6362.50100.0068.75db2
83.0471.88100.0090.6390.6359.38100.0068.75bior13
82.5975.00100.0090.6393.7562.50100.0056.25bior15
81.7075.00100.0087.5087.5053.13100.0068.75rbio13
81.25100.0075.0087.5084.3887.5071.8862.50db18
80.3696.8881.2578.1387.5087.5084.3846.88db16
78.5787.5081.2581.2587.5081.2568.7562.50bior22
78.1393.7571.8881.2587.5078.1375.0059.38db24
77.6890.6384.3878.1387.5081.2578.1343.75db22
76.7996.8884.3871.8896.8878.1362.5046.88db20
73.2153.1396.8871.8893.7543.75100.0053.13rbio11
72.3250.00100.0075.0087.5043.75100.0050.00bior11
70.5446.8896.8875.0090.6346.88100.0037.50db1(HAAR)
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Table3: The recognition rates for the testing phase.
Total Recognition

Rate(%)
Recognition

Rate for dh (%)
Recognition

Rate for f (%)
Recognition

Rate for s (%)
Recognition

Rate for sh (%)
Recognition

Rate for th (%)
Recognition

Rate for v (%)
Recognition

Rate for z (%)Filter Type

51.3537.1437.9874.7076.0370.2745.2618.04db21
51.3136.4957.6351.9867.0961.7437.5946.68db23
51.0633.3337.3175.9968.9776.1143.8821.79db22
50.7850.0059.1358.1474.3546.6738.9328.27db18
50.5150.0069.1161.7762.7735.3543.2031.38db15
50.5150.0069.1161.7762.7735.3543.2031.38db16
50.4938.7150.8071.1874.2148.5443.4126.58db17
49.9659.0946.8568.5966.4145.7940.6022.40db19

49.042.0072.6978.8270.1931.5241.0311.68db11
49.4251.7961.8980.2870.5941.2425.2014.97db14
48.5956.2571.6173.1571.3912.2239.1316.39db10
48.3142.6559.7765.2268.1341.2837.7823.32db20
48.2058.6268.2964.6076.339.0937.6022.87coif5
48.1551.8563.2262.5772.3134.3823.9728.76db13
48.0228.9524.2474.4477.6674.3635.6620.81db24
47.5152.6382.3077.9870.5911.2528.579.27db5
47.2945.6568.3875.5966.5814.7742.4817.58db9
47.2246.1572.0869.2370.6220.2132.7719.46db12
47.1442.5080.7069.4771.3115.8530.8419.27db6
46.3032.0527.0760.3478.5464.7130.3431.06db25
46.1350.0076.7269.3361.7110.4741.4413.26db8
45.7835.1927.1266.9975.3555.7033.3326.76db40
45.6826.8328.1574.8766.0072.3633.5618.00db27
45.6350.0080.3472.6957.264.5534.5120.05coif3
45.5434.4420.1473.8775.0064.1230.1321.08db31
45.1440.6824.5971.0470.6453.4635.8719.72db45
44.9145.4577.1771.5566.6713.0830.839.64sym19
44.7042.8672.1771.7768.429.5231.1916.94db7
44.6851.9277.0870.1356.333.1940.3413.78coif4
43.9255.1777.2470.0953.998.0824.8018.09sym15
43.8338.8983.0470.7774.085.1323.3011.58db4
43.6846.7782.4049.9150.0013.5931.7831.32sym17
43.3453.5783.2057.1954.558.2526.0220.59sym14
43.3038.1083.0465.0352.914.7640.3718.89sym7
43.1545.6573.0853.5367.6712.5030.9718.68bior28
42.8842.0076.8969.8457.997.6132.4813.32sym11
42.8030.5683.0469.4967.326.4130.1012.71sym4
42.7247.6279.1332.2465.1010.7131.1933.06bior26
42.5740.3882.0866.5561.197.4525.2115.14sym12
42.5232.6521.3352.8971.1561.8719.5138.22db35
42.3537.5087.2858.6861.846.1028.0417.04coif2
42.3153.7085.5453.1244.357.2923.9728.23sym13
41.9842.1183.6349.7266.393.7526.6721.63rbio44
41.4135.2986.0466.0559.216.5820.7915.91sym3
41.3736.9677.3573.6056.714.5528.3212.09bior68
41.1631.2581.3664.1459.673.3328.7019.67sym10
41.1546.5172.8769.5445.0920.4723.989.62Dmey
40.8831.5877.8869.7257.148.7524.7616.29sym5
40.7432.4374.0566.9557.9116.5224.8212.50sym23
40.6147.3767.2644.0462.182.5031.4329.49rbio24
40.5930.0085.0935.4759.3310.9830.8432.40rbio55
40.4920.5980.6368.8266.2911.8422.7712.50coif1
40.3626.4786.9467.3456.096.5825.7413.35db3
40.3440.0072.8766.3850.265.4129.2018.30sym21
40.3042.1176.1173.0355.742.5020.0012.64rbio15
40.1328.1385.9171.3066.672.7020.206.00sym2
40.0929.5576.2962.4355.924.6526.1325.69sym8
39.9825.0083.7772.2156.557.3225.239.78sym6
39.9620.5982.4360.1570.822.6327.7215.34rbio13
39.8130.4380.7777.0347.957.9526.557.97sym9
39.7930.0089.4547.7769.914.1728.878.33bior11
39.6426.3273.8966.2463.873.7530.4812.92bior44
39.6028.9585.8466.2464.993.7520.956.46bior15
39.5336.9680.7760.7653.152.2723.0119.78rbio68
39.5220.0086.7059.8570.775.5628.874.89db1(HAAR)
39.3323.3386.2459.6772.214.1726.802.87rbio11
39.3232.3588.7455.7262.613.9516.8315.06bior13
38.5833.3363.9840.7253.6815.5637.3925.41bior39
38.1342.5075.4441.5048.197.3224.3027.65bior55

The above table shows that the training is sufficient. Know the system is tested with
new data not used for training. This testing was carried out for all the types of wavelet filters
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to find the wavelet filter that gives the best recognition rate. The results of the testing phase is
shown in Table 3.

Table3: The recognition rates for the testing phase (continued).
Total Recognition

Rate(%)
Recognition

Rate for dh (%)
Recognition

Rate for f (%)
Recognition

Rate for s (%)
Recognition

Rate for sh (%)
Recognition

Rate for th (%)
Recognition

Rate for v (%)
Recognition

Rate for z (%)Filter Type

37.6425.0088.1862.4159.832.7020.205.14db2
37.1028.5766.9648.0963.715.9527.5218.89rbio26
36.1928.0571.8553.3143.508.1325.5023.00sym27
36.1623.5379.2818.4551.279.2122.7748.58bior22
35.8018.4272.1237.8057.1410.0029.5225.56bior24
34.9930.4363.6850.4542.741.1422.1234.34rbio28
34.6512.5070.1830.7158.507.3234.5828.77bior35
34.4113.6467.6728.8653.9912.7925.2338.67bior37
33.4714.7172.5243.3658.073.9519.8021.88rbio22
33.2719.4462.0524.4554.375.1328.1639.27bior33
33.2325.0050.9133.1540.179.4648.4825.43rbio31
32.6125.0050.4430.3543.458.5430.8439.66rbio35
32.1940.9156.0344.2838.573.4921.6220.44rbio37
30.3039.5849.1526.8543.604.4420.8727.60rbio39
28.9425.0039.2933.0946.7610.2628.1620.06rbio33
25.013.1330.9150.0033.6214.8626.2616.29bior31
39.3323.3386.2459.6772.214.1726.802.87rbio11
39.3232.3588.7455.7262.613.9516.8315.06bior13
38.5833.3363.9840.7253.6815.5637.3925.41bior39
38.1342.5075.4441.5048.197.3224.3027.65bior55
37.6425.0088.1862.4159.832.7020.205.14db2
37.1028.5766.9648.0963.715.9527.5218.89rbio26
36.1928.0571.8553.3143.508.1325.5023.00sym27
36.1623.5379.2818.4551.279.2122.7748.58bior22
35.8018.4272.1237.8057.1410.0029.5225.56bior24
34.9930.4363.6850.4542.741.1422.1234.34rbio28
34.6512.5070.1830.7158.507.3234.5828.77bior35
34.4113.6467.6728.8653.9912.7925.2338.67bior37
33.4714.7172.5243.3658.073.9519.8021.88rbio22
33.2719.4462.0524.4554.375.1328.1639.27bior33
33.2325.0050.9133.1540.179.4648.4825.43rbio31
32.6125.0050.4430.3543.458.5430.8439.66rbio35
32.1940.9156.0344.2838.573.4921.6220.44rbio37
30.3039.5849.1526.8543.604.4420.8727.60rbio39
28.9425.0039.2933.0946.7610.2628.1620.06rbio33
25.013.1330.9150.0033.6214.8626.2616.29bior31

It is seen in the results that the first best five wavelet filters are Daubechies
21,23,22,18 and 15. Another point to notice is that the recognition rate is rather low. So the
results of the first best five filters is further examined as seen in Table 4.

Table 4: The recognition rates of the first best five filters.
dhfsshthvzFilterdhfsshthvzFilter

50.007.810.000.0040.631.560.00

db18
50.78

37.144.290.000.0055.712.860.00Recognized as dh

db21
51.35

8.3359.130.799.5219.051.981.197.3637.981.948.1442.640.781.16Recognized as f
0.352.2858.144.201.400.0033.60.170.3574.702.952.430.0019.41Recognized as s
0.0013.877.3374.350.520.003.930.009.289.7976.030.770.004.12Recognized as sh
15.2425.716.674.7646.670.000.9512.617.213.603.6070.271.800.90Recognized as th
23.6619.080.000.0018.3238.930.0029.9313.870.000.7310.2245.260.00Recognized as v
0.792.3663.353.661.570.0028.30.771.8073.973.092.060.2618.04Recognized as z
dhfsshthvzdhfsshthvz

50.0012.070.000.0037.930.000.00

db15
50.51

36.4912.160.000.0051.350.000.00Recognized as dh

db23
51.31

10.5769.111.224.0712.202.030.815.3457.630.764.2029.770.761.53Recognized as f
0.354.2561.774.070.180.0029.30.172.9351.983.270.860.0040.79Recognized as s
0.0025.007.7162.770.270.004.260.0020.158.6767.090.510.003.57Recognized as sh
16.1636.368.081.0135.350.003.038.7020.871.743.4861.740.003.48Recognized as th
35.2011.200.000.0010.4043.200.0027.6621.280.000.7112.7737.590.00Recognized as v
1.332.3962.501.860.000.5331.30.772.0445.921.023.570.0046.68Recognized as z

dhfsshthvz
33.336.940.000.0058.331.390.00Recognized as dh

db22
51.06

4.6237.311.155.7743.855.771.54Recognized as f
0.170.6975.993.632.250.0017.27Recognized as s
0.0015.139.2368.972.560.004.10Recognized as sh
7.084.427.081.7776.110.003.54Recognized as th
32.3711.510.000.0012.2343.880.00Recognized as v
1.030.5170.773.082.310.5121.79Recognized as z
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From the previous table, there are three major problems, the phoneme /dh/ is falsely
recognized as /th/, the phoneme /f/ is falsely recognized as /th/ and the phoneme /z/ is falsely
recognized as/s/.

9. Conclusions
The  effect  of  the  type  of  the  wavelet  filter  on  phoneme  recognition  in  a  phoneme

recognition system based on wavelet and neural network was examined. From the results it is
noticed that the Daubechies wavelet family is a good candidate for phoneme recognition
system that are based on wavelets as a feature extraction stage, generally from db15 to db23.
For the proposed system there was a problem of a false recognition of a phoneme specifically
as another one (/dh/ as/th/,/f/ as /th/ and /z/ as /s/) this led to a degradation in the total
recognition rate of the system. But keeping in mind that the main goal of this work is to find
the best wavelet filter the results is still very useful in building any wavelet based phoneme
recognition system. On the other hand these false recognitions are between similar
pronounced fricatives and in most word are easily pronounced as each other according to the
person. Therefore, if this taken into consideration and by adding this false values to the true
values, for example for the db21 case, the total recognition rate can reach as high as 75.29%
which is an acceptable value compared to recent phoneme recognition systems. For example
77% to 80% as in [21]
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